INTRODUCTION
============

Cancer vaccine concept have been encompasses a broad spectrum of platforms intended to trigger or increase an adaptive immune response against a malignant tumor \[[@R1]\]. Thus cancer vaccines are aimed as active immunotherapeutic interventions mainly in an established disease state in which the malignancy is expressing all its functional capabilities or hallmarks \[[@R2]\].

Understanding of relationship between structure and function in cancer vaccines is essential to interpret their opportunities to impact into prolonging survival and increasing quality of life in cancer patients. The structure of cancer vaccines is referred to a tumor associated (or specific) antigen shaped as peptides, recombinant vectors, whole tumor cells or antigen presenting cells linked or supported by an adequate immunopotentiating platform, which should be inserted in a context of therapeutic maneuvers. The expected function of cancer vaccines is basically to circumvent the immunologic tolerance in the tumor microenvironment \[[@R3]\]inducing a lowest rate of tumor progression and increasing the host survival. So, cancer vaccines function is expected to be relevant at all levels of biological organization of the malignancy host, from the tumor microenvironment up to the whole organism. Then, to success with active immunotherapy strategy two items need to be considered: the role of target antigens in tumor biology (cancer hallmark related) and the immunogenic capacity of vaccine composition \[[@R4]\]. Once selected the right antigen and the most adequate platform for immune potentiating, the battle field for cancer vaccines is the immunosuppressive microenvironment induced by the malignant machinery; the corner between structure and function in cancer vaccines is accurately the interaction between the tumors hallmarks and the host immune response.

Prostate cancer has been proposed as a prototype for vaccine therapy scenario \[[@R5]\]. Besides the increasing spectrum of therapeutic tools for the disease control at the advanced disease stage, meaning new androgen deprivation modalities such as Abiraterone, \[[@R6]\] advanced chemotherapeutic agents such as cabazitaxel \[[@R7]\] and small tyrosine kinase inhibitors such as cabozantinib, \[[@R8]\] a cancer vaccine appear in the prostate carcinoma treatments alternative. Evidences supporting that Sipuleucel-T, a vaccine based on dendritic cells pulsed with prostatic acid phosphatase linked to granulocyte--macrophage colony-stimulating factor, prolonged survival in minimal or non-symptomatic mCRPC patients and its FDA approval (April, 2010), \[[@R9]\] constitute the proof of concept of cancer vaccines application in the scenario of a solid tumor with long term disease course, characterized by well described tumor associated antigens, a defined biomarker (serum PSA) \[[@R10]\] and a good physicians tool to follow up the patients therapeutic response (Halabi nomogram) \[[@R11]\].

But the reality of NSCLC is very different. Non- small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the first cause of cancer associated death worldwide, \[[@R12]\] the 60- 80% of patients are diagnosed at the advanced stages (IIIb/IV) in which their life expectancy is not too far from 12 months median survival even second and emerging third line of onco-specific treatments \[[@R13]\]. In this particular case the active immune intervention using cancer vaccines is strongly challenged by the tumor induced immunologic tolerance. There are several evidences of a marked infiltration of different types of immune cells in the NSCLC microenvironment, and the distribution, tissue localization, and cell types are significantly associated with progression and patient's survival \[[@R14]\]. The clinical relevance of the microenvironmental immunological milieu in this malignacy is highlighted by the facts that higher FOXP3+/CD8+ ratio in tumor sites is an independent factor for poor response to platinum-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy in a setting of advanced stages patients \[[@R15]\].

This review is aimed to focus on NSCLC as an emerging and promising model for active immunotherapy and the challenges for its inclusion in the current clinical scenario, \[[@R16]\] considering the increasing body of evidences of the interaction between inflammatory cells and tumor cells, facilitating the lung carcinogenesis and tumor hallmarks expression (angiogenesis and tumor cell migration among others), in which antigen-specific antitumor responses are overtly present. In this context, the clinical relevance of cancer vaccines should be predicted pointing out the emerging determinants of its structure and function relationships in the particular situation of NSCLC malignancy hallmarks. The kinetics of the active immunizations encompasses a sequential cascade of clinical endpoints: starting by the activation of the immune system, followed by the antitumor response and finalizing with the consequential impact on patients' overall survival \[[@R17]\]. Today this cascade of clinical endpoints is the backbone for active immunization assessment and moreover the concept of cancer vaccines, applied in the NSCLC setting, is just evolving as a complex therapeutic strategy, in which the opportunities for cancer vaccines start from the selection of the target cancer hallmark, followed by the vaccine formulation and its platforms for immune potentiating, also encompass the successful insertion in the standard of care, the chronic administration beyond progression disease, the personalization based on predictors of response and the potential combination with other targeted therapies.

NSCLC BIOLOGY AND TARGET ANTIGENS FOR CANCER VACCINES
=====================================================

As an inherently condition of all malignant processes, NSCLC carcinogenesis is resulting from the interaction between the epithelial mucosa genome and the lung microenvironment \[[@R18]\]. In this context, the intrinsic cell capacity for DNA repair, the nutrients accessibility, the angiogenesis state and the hypoxia levels, seems to be the common context of selective pressures for the cascade of mutations during tumor progression and coming out of the malignant cells phenotypes. Particularly, the continuing exposure of DNA to metabolically activated carcinogens, throughout the exposition to air contaminants or cigarette- smoke, resulting in the formation of DNA adducts and consequential genetic instability. The rate of DNA injure, taking place day after day over many years, is fully consistent with multiple genetic changes in lung cancer and is associated with increasingly severe histopathological phenotypes \[[@R19]\].

The importance of the target antigens to tumor biology is considered relevant for the success of active immunotherapy. Indeed, the selection of vaccine antigens must be focused mainly on those molecules significantly associated with the hallmarks of cancer, also called oncoantigens; those specific or tumor associated antigens that are highly correlated with the phenotypic consolidation of the malignancy and tumor progression \[[@R20],[@R21]\].

The EGFR network induce a broad range of biological effects by controlling the cellular outcome, through a multiple ligands activation-dependent regulatory loops, which fall into time dependants temporal domains; early loops comprise protein modifications mechanisms, while delayed loops involve transcription regulation mechanisms; both became aberrant and without feedback control in malignant cells \[[@R22]\]. During development and progression of lung neoplasms the EGFR is overexpressed in the following proportions: 62% of all NSCLC tumors, 89% of squamous cell tumors, 41% of adenocarcinomas and 80% of bronchoalveolar tumors \[[@R23]\]. In the case of adenocarcinoma in the peripheral compartment of the lung (terminal bronquiole and alveoli) in never smokers, the EGFR overexpression is associated with a lower methylation index of the p53 cancer suppressor gene through high proportion of transition mutations (ie, purine for purine or pyrimidine for pyrimidine) \[[@R24]\]. The degree of EGFR expression has been reported as a predictive factor of response to biological therapy in NSCLC patients \[[@R25]\].

There are two classes of anti-EGFR agents that have shown clinical activity in NSCLC. These are either monoclonal antibodies directed at the extracellular domain of the EGFR and inhibiting the binding of natural ligands to the receptor, or low molecular weight tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) that inhibit the tyrosine kinase activity of EGFR, generally by competing reversibly with ATP for the ATP binding site \[[@R26]\]. Targeting the EGFR with a cancer vaccine is a newly strategy currently in clinical scrutiny using the active immune deprivation of EGF ligand as important tumor growth factor (CIMAvax EGF) \[[@R27],[@R28]\].

MUC1 is over-expressed in almost all NSCLC patients, being associated with bad prognosis. The role in tumor biology of the Nglycosylated MUC1C (MUC1 C-terminal transmembrane subunit) seems to be associated to a functionally important extracellular bridge mediated by galectin 3 between this recognized mucin antigen and tyrosine kinases receptors, such as the EGFR \[[@R29]\]. MUC1 looks to be related not only with promoting cell growth and survival but also with T cell proliferation inhibition and accordingly, immunosuppression \[[@R30]\].

In this context, other molecules became aberrant expressed in the cascade of events associated with the sustained proliferation and it´s negative regulation, apoptosis evasion and the limitless replicative potential. Some of them are already being targeted with cancer vaccines candidates in NSCLC. Tumor suppressor gene P53 receives stress signals from excessive DNA damage and suboptimal nutrients triggering DNA repairing mechanism or apoptosis \[[@R31]\]. Loss of P53 function by mutations are frequent events in human oncogenesis, which leads to persistent aberrant expression in about 60% of NSCLC, correlated with poor ChT response and lowest overall SV of the patients \[[@R32]\]. This conduced to exploration of a mutant p53 peptide pulsed dendritic cell vaccine in a phase II clinical trial with stage III NSCLC patients \[[@R33]\].

The specialized DNA polymerase, named Telomerase, which adds telomere repeat segments to the end of telomeric DNA is nearly absent in nonimmortalized cells but expressed at functionally significant levels in 90% of human tumors \[[@R34]\]. Telomerase- based vaccine GV1001 is starting the clinical scrutiny, \[[@R35]\] supported also by the facts that its presence in sputum samples has been identified as a potential specific marker for early detection of lung cancer \[[@R36]\].

The activation of Cdk1-cyclin B1 triggers the mitosis progression and its translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus. Positive feedback loops regulate its biological activity and spatial localization, ensuring a rapid, complete, robust, and irreversible transition from interphase to mitosis \[[@R37]\]. There is reported the aberrant expression of these regulators of the G2 ⁄M cell cycle checkpoint in many neoplasms, including NSCLC and significant association between increased cyclin B1 expression and reduced patients survival in stage I/ II NSCLC has been described \[[@R38]\]. Furthermore, Cyclin B1 Peptide-Pulsed Autologous Dendritic Cell Vaccine is early of clinical evaluation in resectable NSCLC patients \[[@R39]\].

The RAS genes, including H-RAS, K-RAS and N-RAS, encode a family of proteins regulating cell growth, differentiation and apoptosis. Mutations in the K-RAS gene, mainly in codons 12 and 13, have been found in 20-30% of NSCLC tumor samples and occur most commonly, but not exclusively, in adenocarcinoma histology and in heavy smokers. Active immune strategies aimed at interfering with the Ras-Raf-MEK pathway in NSCLC are also incipient exploring the use of a Ras peptide based vaccine \[[@R40]\].

The continuous cascade of molecular events starting from at least a cell clone and characterized by unregulated cellular proliferation and clonal heterogeneity, is resulting in a characteristic NSCLC malignant phenotype. Based only on histology NSCLC comprises i.e. for adenocarcinoma, squamous-cell carcinoma and large-cell carcinoma subsets, while, based on the molecular subsets expressed in the resultant malignant phenotypes, NSCLC drive a broad spectrum of diseases subsets: EGFR, HER2, KRAS, ALK, BRAF, PIK3CA, AKT1, ROS1, NRAS, MAP2K1 and the recently identified KIF5B-RET fusion subset, each one with dissimilar pattern of incidence in a population. The personalization of cancer vaccines therapy is a pending chapter in this background, and the selection of the right vaccine for the right patient is becoming as challenge \[[@R41]\].

The design of cancer vaccines attempt to harness the specificity and resistance potentials of the human immune system. With the aim to stimulate the immune system to recognize, attack and destroy tumor cells the personalization treatment is intrinsic for MHC context dependent antigens vaccines (peptides based vaccines) and for cell based cancer vaccines. In the context of the adaptive immune response one foremost challenge for clinical researchers is to classify the patient's population according the pre-existing immune response in potential responders or non- responders to the target antigen.

It is widely accepted that the failure of the cancer vaccines in the NSCLC scenario is related with its introduction in the advanced disease stages and poor performance status of the patients due to the combination of the tumor induced immunosuppression with the immune senescence \[[@R42]\].

The facts that NSCLC occur in subjects who have never smoked and have no evident cause for chronic inflammatory changes in the lung parenchyma, suggest that the interactions between the broncho-alveolar compartment and the in situ immune regulators are involved in facilitating tumor occurrence, growth, and spread \[[@R43]\]. It is progressively ostensible that crosstalk between cancer cells and cells of tumor stroma is involved in the acquired capability for invasive growth and metastases. Tumor stroma has been described as pivotal in the established hostile immune environment through the secretion of immunosuppressive factors and the recruitment of suppressive immune cells of myeloid and lymphoid origin, while the tumor cells directly contributing to immune resistance through the secretion of immunosuppressive mediators, such as transforming growth factorβ (TGFβ) or natural killer (NK) cell receptor decoys, and through the expression of ligands for immune checkpoint (or co-inhibitory) receptors, such as programmed cell death ligand 1 (PDL1). The distribution, tissue localization, and cell types infiltrating lung tumor microenvironment are significantly associated with the disease progression and patient's survival \[[@R44]\]. For example dendritic cell defects increases immature forms that may play an immunosuppressive role and facilitate cancer migration, invasion, and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (Schneider *et al.* 2011). Also, genetic variations in the transforming growth factor-beta pathway are considered as predictors of survival in advanced non-small cell lung cancer \[[@R45]\] and higher FOXP3+/CD8+ ratio in tumor sites is described as an independent factor for poor response to platinum-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy in a setting of advanced stages patients \[[@R46]\].

Summarizing, a variety of cellular immune abnormalities, antigen processing and presentation machinery defects, cytokine alterations and also individual conditions, increase the challenge for NSCLC therapeutic vaccines. Vaccines candidates should activate the immune system and elicit a protective antitumor response even when chronic inflammation, the initiator of malignancy, is prevalent in tissues, modulate the tumor microenvironment and circumvent the dominant tolerance to tumor antigens to induce a tumor rejection.

CANCER VACCINES DESIGNED TO FACE UP THE IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE NSCLC MICROENVIRONMENT
================================================================================

Overcoming the immunosuppressive microenvironment with cancer vaccines in NSCLC, became an active immunotherapeutic intervention in an established malignant disease, which structurally imply the precise antigen selection, supported by at least two immune potentiating platforms; the correct immune system activation, and the accurate therapeutic maneuvers, aimed for induce the lowest rate of tumor progression and increase the host survival with ethical acceptable quality of life.

Hopeful, certain immunomodulating agents, including a monoclonal antibody directed against CTLA-4 (ipilimumab), PD-1 and PD-L1 blocking antibodies and talactoferrin, a dendritic cell activator, are just in scrutiny and have shown clinical activity in NSCLC patients, highlighting the space of the immunotherapy as valid choice in this malignant condition \[[@R47],[@R48]\].

The well-known Tumor Associated Antigens MAGE, MUC1, NGc GM3ganglioside, CEA and NY-ESO-1 are overtly in the resultant malignant phenotype of NSCLC, supporting an initial generation of tumor antigen-specific cancer vaccines presently under pressure for achieve highest level of clinical evidences. Vaccines as MAGE-A3, MUC1 (Emepepimut-S, TG4010) and Racotumumab (Anti-idiotipic Mab NGc GM3 specific) are currently ongoing phase III proof of efficacy clinical trials, whilst CEA based cancer vaccines are just in ongoing phase I or II studies \[[@R49]\]. Other vaccines as NY-ESO- 1 plasmid DNA Cancer Vaccine have been explored in a phase I clinical trial \[[@R50]\].

Cell-based cancer vaccines (CDX-1401, L-Vax, Dribble, MRC-5, tergenpumatucel-L, and Belagenpumatucel-L) became as a second generation of active immunization approaches that becoming the scrutiny for clinically applicability in NSCLC and Belagenpumatucel-L or Lucanix (allogeneic cells TGF-b2 antisense gene modification) seem to be the more advanced competitors with ongoing phase III clinical trials \[[@R51]\].

As shown, the strategies improved for overcome the tumor immunosuppressive machinery in lung cancer vaccines are supported on the primary platform comprising peptides (RAS peptides, Epemimut-S, TG4010 from MUC-1 peptides and MAGE-12 peptides), proteins (CIMAvax EGF and NY-ESO-1), neo-antigen anti-idiotypes (racotumumab), recombinant vectors (MRC-5), whole tumor cells (Dribble, L-Vax, HyperAcute, tergenpumatucel-L and Belagenpumatucel-L) or antigen presenting cells (p53, Cyclin B1, CDX-1401) \[[@R39],[@R52],[@R53]\].

The above primary structure of the immunization strategy is commonly linked or supported by an adequate secondary platform for the correct APC presentation and immune potentiation. It is the case of the autologous EGF antigen coupled with non-self-molecule from *Neisseria meningitides*, emulsified with an oil adjuvant (CIMAvax EGF), or the case of a fusion protein between the NY-ESO-1 tumor antigen and a fully human monoclonal antibody specific for the dendritic cell receptor DEC-205 (CDX-1401 vaccine). Other examples are the Emepepimut-S vaccine that targets the exposed core peptide of MUC1 by a liposomal formulation and racotumumab anti-idiotipic vaccine, which act as a surrogate of NeuGM3 generating specific autologous antibodies \[[@R54],[@R55]\].

Once selected the right antigen and the most adequate platform for immune potentiating, those primary and secondary platforms, are not in condition to be winners in the battle field of the immunosuppressive microenvironment induced by the malignant machinery, and should be additionally inserted in a context of therapeutic maneuvers such as the priming and boosting strategies, the pre-treatment with a single low dose of cyclophosphamide (CIMAvax EGF, Epemimut-S), the chemotherapy induced lymphopenia and combinations with GM-CSF, IL-2, resiquimod and BCG, among others, for improve a tertiary platform for immune potentiation (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**) \[[@R56],[@R57]\].

NSCLC vaccines should be able to elicit both potent CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells to achieve an antitumor response. The most useful reaction of the immune system against tumors is to kill the abnormal cells using CTLs. But a broad spectrum of mechanism of action, from cellular to humoral effector, is present in more advances vaccines candidates, mainly depending on targeted antigen. Success of CIMAvax EGF vaccine, which is oriented to castrate the autologous EGF from the serum to subtract this growth factor from the tumor microenvironment, is obtained by inducing high titers of sequestering antibodies. In this case the cellular response seems to be not relevant for the vaccine functionality. Using CIMAvax EGF higher anti-EGF antibodies titers correlate with lowest serum EGF and longer patient's survival. The serums from patients with longer survival block the EGFR phosphorylation \[[@R58]\].

Other vaccines are most pointing the induction of CTL response to be effective. MAGE-A3-vaccine, based on a fusion protein containing the MAGE-A3 antigen and protein D, use a second-generation adjuvant system AS02B, a saponin based adjuvant containing monophosphoryl lipid A. This vaccine induces both humoral and cellular immune response, but appears to be effective in patients expressing HLA-A1 allele, only present in the 20% of patients, by the induction of specific CTL response. The use of the adjuvant have been proved to be a prerequisite for cellular response to L-BLP25 vaccine (Stimuvax), based on MUC1 lipopeptide (25 aminoacids), use a liposomal delivery system and monophosphoryl lipid A, added to enhance the immune response. Vaccination is assumed to provoke internalization mediated by liposomal structure inducing CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and also B cell response. Induced antibodies mediate antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) against tumor \[[@R59]\].

Up to date the clinical insertions of cancer vaccines as therapeutic interventions in NSCLC start in the more advanced disease settings in which the malignancy is already established and acquired all its functional capabilities, while the scenario in which the tumor is surgically removed is fewer explored.

It is important to point out that in this setting the immunosupresive machinery of the malignancy is extremely developed. Additionally cancer condition is most common in elderly persons in which the immune response could be modified by the natural immunosenescence mechanisms. This situation is very controversial and should be carefully considered to design the immunotherapeutic intervention.

CANCER VACCINES MEDICAL POSITIONING IN THE CURRENT NSCLC CLINICAL SCENARIO
==========================================================================

Cancer vaccines for NSCLC have been focused as a therapeutic option based on the identification of a tumor hallmark and the active immunization with the related molecules that triggers cellular and/or humoral responses that consequently destroy or delay the rate of malignant progression. This therapeutic intervention in an established disease state has been aimed to impact into prolonging patient´s survival with ethically accepted quality of life.

Currently MAGE-A3, Stimuvax, Lucanix, TG4010, Racotumumab and CIMAvax EGF are just in advanced proof of efficacy phase III clinical trials in NSCLC. While MAGE-A3 improve a trend to benefit the disease free interval in the post-resection of early disease stages pIB to II (HR 0.73; p= 0.109), the advanced disease setting remain the most clinically explored. In this disease setting TG4010 showed a trend to benefit PFS at 6 months with rates of 44% for vaccinated versus 35% for controls (p= 0.13) and in terms of trends for benefit patient's overall survival Stimuvax show a HR 0.74 with p = 0.112, Lucanix achieve a clinical response of 15% and better survival in the high-dose group, Racotumumab achieve numerical differences of 9.93 months for Vaccinated group vs. 4.53 months for Control group and CIMAvax EGF achieve 3.5 month of benefit for the subset of 60 years old and younger patients (Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**).

Despite first, second and emerging third line of onco-specific treatments the life expectancy for NSCLC patients diagnosed at advanced stages is surrounding the 12 months of median survival and in facts the today real circumstances are extremely demanding for the success inclusion of cancer vaccines as therapeutic choice in the clinical scenario \[[@R60]\].

As corollary of the described development, an increasing interest in utilizing the multiple new agents that show activity in NSCLC and have a tolerable side-effect profile, to maintain response to initial therapy after treatment with platinum-based doublets is rising. However considerable controversy, maintenance therapy has been considered a suitable treatment alternative \[[@R61]\] and becoming a plausible therapeutic space for cancer vaccines, in the two proposed modalities; continuous maintenance or switch maintenance. In both cases the goal is to delay the second line therapy without treatment holidays for the malignancy.

The incorporation of the active vaccination in the current standard of care based generally in chemotherapeutic agents is yet poorly exploit in the clinical setting. There is accumulating evidence that conventional therapies may profit the antitumor effects from the participation of the immune system by several mechanisms such as the immunogenic tumour-cell death \[[@R62]\].

In a phase I/II clinical trial, 20 patients diagnosed with advanced NSCLC, received a schedule of two vaccinations of CIMAvax EGF before the platinum based first line chemotherapy and subsequent monthly vaccinations were improved once concluded the chemotherapy cycles. This small study evidenced that anti-EGF antibody titers were not affected and correlate with a reduction of serum EGF concentration, while the patients overall survival also correlate with the highest anti-EGF antibody titers without modification of the safety profile \[[@R63]\].

The therapeutic vaccine TG4010 was added to NSCLC first-line chemotherapy and used until documentation of progression disease in a phase IIB, open-label, controlled trial, recruiting 148 chemotherapy-naive patients with diseases stages IIIB or IV. This study show that 43.2% of patients who receiving the combination therapy were progression free, compared with 35.1% of the chemotherapy-alone group at 6 months of follow up. These results assessed the addition of a therapeutic cancer vaccine to first-line chemotherapy in advanced NSCLC as another choice for insertion in the current standard of care \[[@R57]\].

The emergency during the last five years of a methodological framework to enhance the clinical success of cancer immunotherapy is strong-minded the therapeutic insertion of cancer vaccines in NSCLC. From this perspective, the kinetics of active immunizations is understood as a sequential cascade of clinical endpoints. Starting by the initiation of vaccinations that leads to activation of the immune system which results in a cellular immune response developed in days to weeks; followed by the antitumor response that becomes evident weeks to months after first immunization and finalizing with the consequential impact on patients' overall survival after several months of treatment. The immunotherapists and oncologists communities are recognizing this cascade of clinical endpoints as a backbone for active immunization assessment and each one of these three clinical ends points implies their own specific challenges and opportunities \[[@R18]\].

Connected with the circumstances of the currently clinical scenario, the exactly position of cancer vaccines in the advanced NSCLC setting is foremost challenging the current criteria for clinical evaluation of tumor response, because the possibility of pseudo- progression induced by immunotherapy, due to the elicited antitumor CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells infiltration, justifying the forthcoming immune related criteria of tumor progression and therefore the immunization beyond disease progression \[[@R64]\].

CIMAvax EGF have been explored after first line therapy and administered beyond diseases progression in a referred phase II, open, controlled trial in 80 patients after first line platinum based treatment with promising results \[[@R27]\]. The metanalysis of 58 patients who were vaccinated monthly for more than one or two years evidenced that long term vaccination was feasible and safe, without evidences of cumulative toxicity or immune response exhaustion \[[@R65]\]. The results of the planned interim analysis with the first 226 patients recruited in the ongoing randomized phase III trial, vaccinating the patients who respond to first line chemotherapy with at least stable disease, in the modality of switch maintenance, beyond progression disease and until change their performance status as per physician criteria, confirm previous results in benefit the patient's overall survival by intent to treat analysis (manuscript in preparation).

So, chronic vaccination improved beyond progression disease in advanced stages; seems to be one of the transitions points for positioning cancer vaccines in the current and imminent NSCLC therapeutic scenario \[[@R66]\].

Regarding the insertion of cancer vaccines in the standard of care for advanced NSCLC is important to highlight the appearance of an algorithm proposed for choose a first line chemotherapy alternative. In this algorithm the presence of positive EGFR mutations or ALK fusions, the clinical conditions of the patients (performance status) and the tumor histological type (Non squamous or squamous), are driving the selection of erlotinib, crizotinib, bevacizumab combined or not with platinum/pemetrexed, platinum/gemcitabine doublets or single- agent chemotherapy \[[@R60]\].

Besides, another transition points for the inclusion of cancer vaccines in the current NSCLC therapeutic context is the opportunity to personalize this immunotherapy, based on biomolecules that will be predictive of the potential efficacy for a predetermined subset of patients. Up to now during active immunization some patients become not responders due to their specific pattern of immune response. For instance, the case of CIMAvax EGF in which those patients who reach the super responder condition, based on their Anti- EGF antibodies titers, achieve significant benefit in overall survival, \[[@R67]\] but so far there is not predictable this subset of patients before start immunizations. On the other hand, due to the intrinsic relation with the vaccine mechanism of action, intended to induce a humoral immunity that sequestering the circulating EGF and its possible effect on patients' outcome, \[[@R58]\] today the correlation between the basal serum EGF concentrations and the patients survival after vaccine treatment, is been exhaustive evaluated for determine its value as a predictor of the CIMAvax EGF response.

Today is widely accepted that the blockade of a single hallmark is not enough to achieve clinical noteworthy benefit on patient´s survival. Because the complexity and redundancy of the molecular pathways that promote tumour growth and maintenance, the generation of potent anti-tumour immune responses requires the blockade of multiple steps. An additional transition points for the successful inclusion of cancer vaccines in the current NSCLC clinical scenario is the combination with other targeted therapies or the called "combinatorial immunotherapy". This concept supports the criteria that optimizing immunotherapy requires treatments that affect multiple aspects of the immune response \[[@R68]\].

A small trial combining autologous granulocyte--macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF)-secreting tumour cell vaccines with CTLA4 blockade found increased inflammatory infiltrates and tumour regression, suggesting that vaccine-induced anti-tumour T cells were present within the tumour but anergized owing to CTLA4 co-inhibition \[[@R69]\].

The combinatorial approach was explored in prostate cancer preclinical models using anti-CTLA-4 mAb in combination with rV-CEA-TRICOM cancer vaccine to augment antigen-specific T-cell responses and an independent prognostic effect of CTLA-4 overexpression in radically resected NSCLC has been recently described pointing out the potentials of this checkpoint modulation in this malignancy \[[@R70],[@R71]\].

The clinical development of combinatorial approaches has been moved forward after the FDA approval of antiCTLA4 therapy, quickly followed by reports of encouraging preliminary clinical data for antiPD1 therapies \[[@R47],[@R48]\]. Immune checkpoints are a tiny fraction of the receptors and ligands that have been defined by genetic and biological analyses to inhibit specific types of immune responses at various levels and its immunomodulatory manipulation may results in enhancing efficacy of therapeutic vaccinations. Thus, the blockade of immune checkpoints promises broad and diverse opportunities to enhance antitumour immunity with the potential durable clinical responses \[[@R72]\].

Moreover combinatorial immunotherapies such as bispecific T cell engagers (BiTEs) and immunotoxins Fc-fusion proteins are entering clinical testing in acute lymphoblastic leukemia and breast cancer patients respectively; opening a new era for cancer active immunotherapy \[[@R73],[@R74]\].

Targeted therapies and immunotherapy offer a number of possible synergies in treatment when used together; however, these combinations should be more intensive studied and dose optimization, timing and sequence will required rationally design in future clinical trials with the aim of maximize anti-tumour efficacy whereas minimizing every possible immunosuppressive adverse reactions.

The critical obstacles for cancer immunotherapy have been defined \[[@R75]\], so, for the medical positioning of the cancer vaccines in the current NSCLC clinical scenario is important to understand that this concept is evolving into a complex therapeutic strategy. (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). For enlargement and support the use of therapeutic vaccines in NSCLC is essential to consider the following:

-   Insertion in the standard of care. During past two decades the onco-specific treatments advanced from the unique option of platinum doublets to the routine use of first-line, second-line, and even third-line treatment.

-   Chronic vaccination beyond progression disease. First; therapeutic vaccines has evidenced a safety profile during long term administration. Second; immunotherapies may induce tumor pseudo- progression, challenging current criteria for clinical evaluation of tumor response and allowing the forthcoming immune related criteria of tumor progression.

-   Personalization based on predictors of response. Targeted drugs such as erlotinib and crizotinib are inserted in the therapeutic context of NSCLC using specific biomolecules indicatives of therapeutic efficacy for selected subset of patients.

-   Combination with other targeted therapies. The blockade of a single hallmark is not enough to achieve clinical noteworthy benefit on patient´s survival. Combinations may achieve a synergism, strength of antitumor effects and also avoid or overcome the tumor mechanism of resistance.
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![Challenges and opportunities for cancer vaccines inclusion in the current NSCLC clinical scenario. The cascade of clinical endpoints as backbone for active immunization assessment and each one of the three clinical ends points *(white letter filled in dark grey)*, are challenged by the aging of the majority of patients, the advanced disease stage at diagnosis, the immunosuppressive microenvironment improved by the malignancy and by the broad spectrum of NSCLC molecular phenotypes *(black letter non filled)*. The opportunities start from the selection of the target cancer hallmark, followed by the vaccine formulation and its platforms for immune potentiating, also cover the successful insertion in the standard of care, the long-term administration beyond progression disease, the personalization based on predictors of response and the potential combination with other targeted therapies (*black letter filled in light grey)*.](CTMC-13-2551_F1){#F1}

###### 

Examples of NSCLC Vaccines Formulations with the Therapeutic Maneuvers Explored for Immune Potentiating.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cancer Vaccine                    Immune Potentiating Platform                                              Priming & Boosting or Others Strategies for Immune Potentiating         Evidences of Immunogenicity                                                                                                                                                      Level of Evidence            Reference
  --------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
  MAGE-12 peptide --based vaccine   Montanide ISA 51                                                          CTX                                                                     T cells secreting IFNg and CTL immune response                                                                                                                                   Phase II clinical trial      J. Immunology 2005

  CIMAvax EGF                       EGF/P64k chemically linked\                                               CTX 72 hours before first immunization.\                                High antibodies titters correlate with lower EGF serum concentrations                                                                                                            Phase II clinical trial      JCO 2008
                                    Montanide ISA 51 adjuvant                                                 Single injection site/Vaccine after first line ChT\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                              Four induction doses/ Monthly re-immunizations                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  Racotumumab                       Alum                                                                      Five induction doses at 2-week intervals and monthly re-immunizations   High IgM and IgG specific response against NeuGcGM3, able to react with lung carcinoma tissues sections.\                                                                        Clinical exploratory study   Frontiers in Oncology, 2012
                                                                                                                                                                                      Preliminary data suggests a correlation between the induction of antibodies and increased survival times of vaccinated patients.                                                                              

  Belagenpumatucel-L                TGF-β2 antisense gene modified irradiated allogeneic tumor-cell vaccine   intradermal injections of the vaccine every 4-8 weeks                   Strong correlation between the achievement of a combination of cellular and humoral immune responses and a significant increase in overall survival in the subjects vaccinated   Phase II clinical trial      Clin Oncol 27:15s, 2009 (suppl; abstr 3013)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Cancer Vaccines Currently in Advanced Proof of Efficacy Phase III Clinical Trials in NSCLC.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Vaccine                                                                            Level of Evidence                                Therapeutic\                                                            Effect on PFS                       Effect on SV                                      Ongoing Phase III Trial                          Reference
                                                                                                                                      Context                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  MAGE-A3\                                                                           Phase II Placebo controlled clinical trial\      Post-resection of early-stage pIB to II NSCLC                           Improved DFI (HR 0.73; P = 0.109)   No evidenced                                      Resected stages pIB to IIIA\                     Vansteenkiste J, Zielinski M, Dahabre J *et al.*\
  (Full protein AS02B or AS15)                                                       (n = 182)                                                                                                                                                                                                      NCT00480025 (MAGRIT)\                            JCO 2007; 25 (Suppl 18): 398S. (Abstr).
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Ongoing---target 2270\                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Primary endpoint: DFS                            

  Emepepimut-S or Stimuvax (L-BLP25/ MUC1-peptide Liposomal formulation)             Phase II Placebo controlled clinical trial\      Post-chemoradiotherapy for unresectable stage III NSCLC                 No evidenced                        Improved OS (HR 0.74;\                            Unresectable stage III\                          Butts C, Murray N, Maksymiuk A *et al.* JCO 2005; 23: 6674--6681.
                                                                                     (n = 171)                                                                                                                                                    P = 0.112)                                        NCT00409188 (START)\                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Recruited---N = 1464\                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Primary endpoint OS                              

  Lucanix (Belagenpumatucel-L Allogeneic cells TGF-b2 antisense gene modification)   Phase II clinical trial (open dose comparison)   Advanced Stages II to IV NSCLC added to ChT and Maintenance after ChT   No evidenced                        Clinical response 15%\                            Advanced stage III/IV\                           Nemunaitis J, Dillman RO, Schwarzenberger PO *et al.*  JCO 2006; 24: 4721--4730.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Better survival in high-dose group                NCT00676507 (STOP)\                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Ongoing---target 700\                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Primary endpoint OS                              

  TG4010\                                                                            Phase II Placebo controlled clinical trial\      Stages IIIB and IV                                                      PFS at 6 months\                    No evidenced                                      Advanced stage IIIB/IV\                          Quoix E, Ramlau R, Westeel V *et al.* Lancet Oncol 2011; 12: 1125--1133.
  (MUC1-peptide IL-2 co-expressing viral vector)                                     (n = 148)                                                                                                                44% versus 35%\                                                                       NCT01383148\                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                              (P = 0.13)                                                                            Planned---target 1000\                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Primary endpoint OS                              

  Racotumumab                                                                        Compassionate clinical study\                    Stages IIIB and IV                                                      No evidenced                        Vaccinated 9.93 months vs. Controls 4.53 months   Advanced stage IIIA (non-resectable), IIIB/IV\   VÁzquez AM, *et al.*  Frontiers in Oncology 2012 2(10)150 1-6.
                                                                                     (n = 71)                                                                                                                                                                                                       NCT01460472 Planned---target 1082\               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Primary endpoint OS                              

  CIMAvax EGF\                                                                       Phase II Placebo controlled clinical trial\      Stages IIIB and IV\                                                     No evidenced                        3.5 month for 60 years old and younger            Advanced stage IIIB/IV\                          Neninger Vinageras E, De La Torre A, Osorio Rodriguez M *et al.*\
  (hu-recEGF/ P64k/ Montanide ISA 51 adjuvant)                                       (n = 80)                                         Switch maintenance after first line platinum- based ChT\                                                                                                      NCT00516685\                                     JCO 2008; 26: 1452--1458.
                                                                                                                                      Use beyond progression\                                                                                                                                       Ongoing---target 230\                            
                                                                                                                                      Chronic use                                                                                                                                                   Primary endpoint OS                              
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